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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The AMTEX Partnership™ is a collaborative research and development program among the U.S. Integrated Textile Complex (ITC), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the DOE national laboratories, other federal agencies and laboratories, and universities. The goal of AMTEX is to strengthen the competitiveness of this vital industry, thereby preserving and creating U.S. jobs.

Operations and Program Management

The operations and program management of the AMTEX Partnership is provided by the Program Office. The Office produces this report semiannually to provide information on the progress, operations and program management of the partnership.

Changes in the AMTEX Laboratory Office were made this year as a result of the funding situation for FY 1997. DOE Defense Programs is the only funding source for FY 1997, contributing $10M. DOE Energy Research is not contributing funds to AMTEX this year.

The Laboratory Program Office was moved from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) to the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge. Dr. Mark Miller has assumed laboratory program management duties replacing Dr. Doug Lemon. The industry liaison office at Milliken and Company has increased its support for the program office in partial compensation for funding reductions to the laboratory program office.

Three AMTEX projects funded in FY 1997 are Diamond Activated Manufacturing Architecture (DAMA), Computer-Aided Fabric Evaluation (CAFE), and Textile Resource Conservation (TRec). The five sites involved in AMTEX work are Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (the latter is funded through Y-12).

The AMTEX Operating Committee met in Charlotte, North Carolina, on December 18, 1996. Dr. Richard Quisenberry, Executive Director, talked about the current status of the partnership mentioning that intellectual property is being transferred, hardware and software are being transferred, and deliverables are pretty much on schedule. A discussion was held on promoting partnerships in general and using the AMTEX principles as the example of how a partnership should be constructed.

Dr. Quisenberry stated that the goal for FY 1998 is to restore the full research and development (R&D) agenda for AMTEX, to engage the entire range of the ITC, involve multiple DOE Offices [Energy Research (ER) and Environmental Management (EM) as well as the Defense Programs (DP)], and attract other government laboratories such as the Environmental Protection Agency. Industry project directors presented the status of their projects with emphasis on work to be conducted in FY 1997.

The Industry Technical Advisory Committee met in Raleigh, North Carolina, on February 25, 1997. Dr. Quisenberry noted that the FY 1998 budget submitted by the
President to Congress included $5.5M from DOE/DP. DOE/ER is expected to contribute $3.5M. There is the possibility of an increase in the DP portion to $10M.

Dr. Quisenberry responded to a request from a Senate subcommittee for a four-year AMTEX budget. His submission shows $13.5M in FY 1998, $17M in FY 1999 and FY 2000, and $11M for FY 2001, with funds from both DP and ER each year.

On the subject of industry membership it was noted that a number of partners were lost from FY 1996 to FY 1997. Reasons for losing participation include the annual funding uncertainties, suspended projects and tasks, and a perceived lack of commercial results. Despite these problems, industry contributions continue to be greater than government contributions to the partnership.

Industry project directors gave presentations on the status of their projects. General observation on the AMTEX R&D efforts included the difficulty in turning generic, process-related R&D into real products; focusing on a few tasks of the project that can be completed; the ability to capitalize creation of products, which is as important as technical expertise; moving tasks from one laboratory to another, which is almost impossible now; and industry must continually review and update project goals and specifications for hardware and software.

Project Status

Computer-Aided Fabric Evaluation

Commercialization of CAFE technologies is the major thrust of the FY 1997 work. Vendors are working with the national laboratory researchers to define specifications for hardware and software for commercial products that implement greige weave/knit and color printed pattern inspection systems. A preliminary economic analysis of the greige inspection systems has been prepared by the vendor.

Two test units of the SNL greige weave sensor system have operated for several months at industry sites. The false alarm rate has been reduced to acceptable levels. Full-width pick defect detection has achieved an acceptable rate. Work has concentrated on warp defect detection where the rate is still below acceptable levels. A more detailed definition of warp defect detection requirements and a test plan are being generated. The knit inspection system leverages heavily off the weave system and delivery of a prototype this fiscal year is on schedule.

Work on the pick measurement device has been reduced in scope because of funding limitations. A beta test device performed within specifications for the pick density on plain weave and twill fabrics. Modifications have been made to address problems with other fabric types. Delivery of the next generation device to the vendor is scheduled for July 1997.

Additional work on the machine diagnostics system has not been funded for FY 1997. Project participants have been urged to pursue separate industry/laboratory arrangements outside CAFE to put this technology to use.
Agreements have been signed with two vendors who will team to commercialize the color printed pattern inspection system. Fieldcrest Cannon has been selected as the beta system test site. A pre-beta field test was conducted during March to collect data during normal production operations and test several subsystems that will be part of the beta unit. Preliminary work is being done to determine feasibility and requirements for performing data collection during the printing process of knit greige goods.

Demand Activated Manufacturing Architecture

The DAMA project became the first AMTEX project to execute a multi-laboratory cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) to document the scope of work and funding of the participating laboratories and industry partners. Signatures of seven laboratories and Textile Clothing Technology Corporation (TC) were obtained on March 24, 1997.

A dynamic simulation code, “Extend,” has been chosen for prototype simulation model development for in-depth (phase II) analyses of product pipelines investigated in previous years. The nylon jacket pipeline analysis has proceeded through definition of requirements, activity-based representation of the pipeline, creation of data templates, and initial construction of the apparel manufacturing model. The team anticipates approximately 200 process steps will be included overall.

The team for the bedsheet pipeline has not been defined after one industry participant from the original analysis did not renew AMTEX membership. A third pipeline analysis, originally to be a new product line, has been changed to a simulation of the men’s cotton slacks pipeline. The analysis will use the same tools and methodology as the nylon jacket analysis but will not go into the same depth to allow demonstrations at an earlier date.

The first TEXNET pilot was initiated among Milliken, Warren Featherbone, and Mercantile on February 3, sharing seven categories and four formats of information. A second pilot among L. L. Bean, Cone Mills, and Thomas Bradford (the latter not a DAMA member) is on schedule to begin in June. A major upgrade to TEXNET has been issued. The TReC project is investigating the use of TEXNET as the architecture for sharing environmental data, and a third pilot could be implemented this year.

Software agreements between [TC] and International Business Machine (IBM) allow the use of IBM-developed tools as part of the Supply Chain Integration Program (SCIP). SCIP has also been updated to improve the user interface, scheduling routines, and accommodate multiple manufacturing stages.

The Data Analysis and Modeling Environment (DAME) apparel module has been restructured in cooperation with the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Preliminary work on the textile module is underway. Two Voluntary Interindustry Communications Standard (VICS) committees have agreed to support the effort to model activities in their areas of interest. A prototype of the new DAME web presentation and a SCIP demonstration have been installed on the CBM home page.
DAMA exhibited at the Bobbin Show and the American Textile Manufacturing Institute (ATMI) conference. A poster session was presented at the National Textile Center (NTC) Forum. Presentations were made at the AAMA Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), the Knitted Textile Association (KTA) annual meeting, and the Council of Logistics Management meeting. Vendors have been recommended for commercialization of TEXNET and the National Sourcing Database, respectively, IBM and Internet Tradeline, Inc., who have become affiliate members of the project.

A technical peer review of the project was held in December 1996 with review team members from LANL, PNNL, SNL, ORNL, Georgia Tech, and Burlington. The team noted that the national laboratory staff has demonstrated good technical performance and the degree of interaction among tasks is appropriate. Suggestions included emphasis on completion of software tools in the near term and establishment of more joint efforts with industry.

Textile Resource Conservation

The TReC project has undergone another reduction in scope with the absence of DOE/ER funding. Three tasks are being worked in FY 1997, one at each of the DP laboratories: LANL, SNL, and LLNL. The laboratory project manager position is vacant this year.

The CRADA for the emissions monitoring task at LANL was canceled at the end of FY 1996. The field apparatus built last year was disassembled and stored. In March 1997, a new CRADA was signed allowing work to begin. The prototype has been cleaned, reassembled, calibrated, and diagnostic tests run. A student research assistant has been recruited to help in the project.

The environmental decision tools task at SNL began work in January after an amendment to the existing CRADA to extend the performance period through FY 1997 was signed. Discussions were held among industry and laboratory personnel on hardware and software requirements for sharing of environmental data. The preferred option is to use the TEXNET architecture developed by the DAMA project, with the contingency of using a PC-based system if necessary. Further discussions on the types and end uses of data have allowed preliminary work on data structures and templates to begin.

The enhanced washing task at LLNL has developed a promising technology for reducing the amount of water used in the textile industry. Improvements have been made to the continuous washing apparatus constructed in FY 1996 with the use of new materials. Experimental results of tint removal from cotton twill fabric have resulted in equivalent cleaning with less than one-third the water use through this technology. Tests of caustic removal were not as promising, with a 30 percent improvement in removal from cotton, and essentially no improvement with pure polyester. Tests of chlorine and dye removal are planned as well as mechanical enhancements to the system.
### AMTEX FY 1997 Financial Summary ($K)
As of 3/31/97 (50% of FY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>FY96 Carryover</th>
<th>FY97 Budget</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
<th>1st Qtr Cost</th>
<th>2nd Qtr Cost</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Budget Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAMA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNL</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>2,660</td>
<td>2,994</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>1,294</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,380</td>
<td>1,381</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2,010</td>
<td>2,031</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1,003</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR/Y12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>6,350</td>
<td>6,706</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>1,765</td>
<td>3,065</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNL</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1,984</td>
<td>2,083</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR/Y12</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,671</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>1,248</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TReC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNL</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR/Y12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,544</td>
<td>1,862</td>
<td>2,746</td>
<td>4,608</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5,936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Summary by Project ($K)

- DAMA: 356, 6,350, 6,706, 1,300, 1,765, 3,065, 46, 3,641
- CAFE: 171, 2,500, 2,671, 473, 775, 1,248, 47, 1,423
- TReC: 17, 900, 917, 46, 147, 193, 21, 724
- Program Office: 0, 250, 250, 43, 59, 102, 41, 148
- Total: 544, 10,000, 10,544, 1,862, 2,746, 4,608, 44, 5,936

#### Summary by Laboratory ($K)

- SNL*: 462, 4,844, 5,306, 842, 1,341, 2,183, 41, 3,123
- LLNL: 7, 2,490, 2,497, 501, 639, 1,140, 46, 1,357
- LANL: 1, 1,630, 1,631, 214, 489, 703, 43, 928
- OR/Y12: 74, 1,036, 1,110, 305, 277, 582, 52, 528
- Total: 544, 10,000, 10,544, 1,862, 2,746, 4,608, 44, 5,936

*Does not include $26K carryover for Sensors project.
OPERATIONS AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Program Office Operations and Management

Changes were made in the laboratory portion of the AMTEX Partnership™ as a result of the funding profile for FY1997. DOE Defense Programs (DOE/DP), through the Office of Technology Partnerships (DP-17), is contributing $10M for work at the national laboratories this fiscal year. DOE Energy Research (DOE/ER), which was the lead organization for AMTEX prior to FY 1997, is not participating in the program this year. These funding decisions were not finalized until late in the FY 1997 budget cycle. Changes resulting for this fiscal year include the following:

- The AMTEX Laboratory Program Office was moved from PNNL to the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Dr. Mark Miller assumed laboratory program management responsibilities, replacing Dr. Doug Lemon, in November. The level of effort of the office will be less than in previous years due to budget constraints. In partial compensation for these reductions, the industry liaison office at Milliken and Company, directed by Mr. Stephen Freudenthal, has increased its support for the AMTEX program.

- The AMTEX research and development project portfolio for FY 1997 has been reduced to include only three projects; Demand Activated Manufacturing Architecture (DAMA), CAFE, and TReC. The Cotton Biotechnology and the On-Line Process Control projects have been put on hold because of budget considerations; these projects were being worked at DOE/ER laboratories.

- Because DOE/DP is the only funding office for FY 1997, the number of laboratories conducting AMTEX research and development activities has been reduced. Facilities active this year include LLNL, SNL, LANL, and ORNL/Y-12 Plant (OR/Y-12). In the latter case, ORNL will receive funding through the Y-12 Plant, a DP site, to allow continuation of CAFE project management and some R&D activities, as well as a part of the DAMA project.

- The formal AMTEX Partnership™ report previously issued quarterly will now be issued semiannually, at the middle and end of the fiscal year. (This practice began in FY 1996). In addition, an abbreviated quarterly report will be generated for DOE/DP-17 at the end of the first and third quarters.

Operating Committee Activities and Actions

The AMTEX Operating Committee met on December 18, 1996 in Charlotte, North Carolina. The primary items of business were the status of AMTEX funding and progress reports on projects. Dr. Gerald Work, Chairman of the Operating Committee, led the general session.

Dr. Richard Quisenberry, Executive Director of AMTEX, talked about the current status of the Partnership mentioning that intellectual property is being transferred, hardware and software are being transferred, and deliverables are pretty much on schedule. He presented the financial history of AMTEX which showed industry contribution constant at about $30M per year from 1995—1997, while DOE funds decreased from $26M to $16M to $10M in those three years.
Dr. Quisenberry talked in general about promoting partnerships as a legitimate mechanism for both government and industry to meet their R&D goals. The approach involves publicity, such as news articles in “Technology Transfer Business” and “New Technology Week” and reports from influential study groups such as the Council on Competitiveness, Center for Strategic and International Studies, and the National Research Council. In selling the partnership idea, the AMTEX principles are used as the example of the basis on which a successful public/private partnership should be established.

He then talked about building support for AMTEX specifically for the FY 1998 budget period and beyond. This involves securing sponsorship and support for AMTEX within DOE [wherever that may be—DP, ER, Energy Efficiency (EE)], understanding DOE’s plans for AMTEX and supporting those plans as possible, finding Congressional support, and again, selling partnerships based on the AMTEX principles to Washington decision makers. The point was made that DOE is most interested in “mission-relevant” partnerships; economic competitiveness is no longer a DOE core mission.

The goal for FY 1998 is to restore the full R&D agenda for AMTEX. This action would engage the entire range of the ITC, include DOE’s ER and EM laboratories, involve the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and have the potential to attract participation from other government laboratories; Dr. Quisenberry estimated the budget needed for this agenda to be $25M from industry and $19M from government.

Industry project managers presented the status of their projects with emphasis on plans for work to be conducted in FY 1997. This information is included in the Projects Status Reports in a later section of this report.

Special presentations were made by Dr. Tom Malone to Dr. Work, Dr. Lemon, and Ms. Pat Ronaldson for their dedication and support for AMTEX over the years.

The next AMTEX Operating Committee meeting is scheduled for July 17, 1997, in Charlotte, North Carolina.

**Industry Technical Advisory Committee**

The Industry Technical Advisory Committee met on February 25, 1997, at the North Carolina State University College of Textiles in Raleigh, North Carolina. Dr. Quisenberry led discussions which focused on the budget, industry membership in AMTEX, and technical progress by the projects.

The FY 1998 budget submitted by the President to Congress has AMTEX as a line item in DOE/DP’s budget at $5.5M. In addition, DOE/ER is expected to contribute $3.5M in FY 1998. There is also the possibility is increasing the DP portion to $10M. Dr. Quisenberry has responded to a request from the Senate Armed Services Committee for a four-year AMTEX budget. His submission shows $13.5M in FY 1998.
($10M DP, $3.5M ER), $17M in FY 1999 ($11M DP, $6M ER), $17M in FY 2000 ($10M DP, $7M ER), and $11M for FY 2001 ($6M DP, $5M ER). AMTEX continues to champion the benefits of public/private partnerships in Washington. There appears to be a more positive response to this policy position than in the past few years.

On the subject of industry membership, Dr. Quisenberry noted that from FY 1996 to FY 1997 a number of partners were lost. Reasons for losing participation by individual companies include the annual funding uncertainties resulting from the federal budget process, suspended projects and tasks, and a perceived lack of commercial results. The first problem was most severe for FY 1997, when it was unclear as to whether AMTEX would receive any funding from DOE until after the start of the fiscal year. Suspension of the OPCon and BioCotton projects, and elimination of ER funds (and subsequently, ER laboratories) for TReC has resulted in loss of more than 30 participants. The DAMA and CAFE projects also lost several members each as budget reductions forced the original aggressive schedules for commercialization milestones to be moved back in time. Despite these problems, industry contributions continue to be greater than government contributions.

Industry project directors gave presentations of the status and expected FY 1997 results of their projects. Detailed project information is presented in the section “Project Status Reports.”

Several observations were made about technical progress in general. (1) In some cases, too many initiatives have been started, it might be better to concentrate on one or just a few tasks that can be followed to completion. (2) While AMTEX is designed to work on generic, process- and system-related problems, commercialization requires that the results of the R&D be available as actual products for implementation by individual companies. This is the most difficult part of technology transfer and is the point where most of the projects find themselves. (3) The ability of potential vendors to capitalize the creation of products from new technology is as important as their technical ability. (4) It is almost impossible to move R&D tasks from one laboratory to another and maintain continuity. (5) Industry must continually review and update their goals for projects and the specifications for hardware and software as projects progress.

The next Industry Technical Advisory Committee (ITAC) meeting is scheduled for July 9, 1997, in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Miscellaneous

Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory has opted to patent an invention, “Method of Colorant Removal,” developed as a result of its work on the AMTEX TReC project.
PROJECT STATUS REPORTS

Computer-Aided Fabric Evaluation

The CAFE project is developing inspection systems that will provide U.S. textile manufacturers with a major leap forward in the assurance of high-quality, consistent textiles. The systems will allow real-time evaluation as cloth is made to ensure proper grading of fabric quality, reduction in running defects, and adherence to specification. In addition, machine diagnostics have been investigated that can be used as part of a predictive maintenance program to increase productivity in manufacturing plants.

Project Manager: Glenn Allgood, ORNL (423) 574-5673
Project Director: Mark Kametches, ITT (864) 595-0035

Project Administration

Commercialization of CAFE technologies is the major thrust of FY 1997 work. Vendors are working with national laboratory researchers to define the specifications for hardware and software for commercial products implementing greige weave/knit and color printed pattern inspection systems.

The project is in the process of converting from individual CRADAs to one multi-laboratory CRADA for the balance of the project scope of work. This will be the second AMTEX project to adopt a multi-laboratory CRADA.

A technical peer review of the project has been scheduled for June 18 and 19, 1997, at Oak Ridge. Reviewers include researchers from DOE laboratories, NTC universities, and industry.

Machine Diagnostics Task

Because of budget constraints, additional developmental work on the machine diagnostics system at ORNL will be discontinued. During the four-month beta test at a Burlington plant, which concluded early in fiscal 1997, the system successfully identified a major problem on one machine and process degradation on another. A write-up of technical work to date will be completed this fiscal year. Project participants have been urged to pursue separate industry/laboratory arrangements outside of the CAFE project to put this technology to use. At this point, some preliminary discussions have been held but no firm plans for implementation have been made.

Greige Weave/Knit Inspection Task

Two test units of the SNL greige weave sensor system have operated at industry sites (Milliken and Glen Raven) for several months. These units have provided extensive data for the phenomenological studies necessary to improve the performance of the system. Noise glitch problems have been resolved that have reduced the false alarm rate to acceptable levels at one of the test sites.
Full-width pick defect detection algorithms have achieved an acceptable rate of detection. Spot defect detection has improved. Synchronization of sensor sampling to fabric motion did not prove advantageous since at the sensor sampling rate the fabric velocity varies by at least a factor of seven. The warp defect detection rate is still below acceptable levels and current work has been redirected to concentrate on this problem. Industry is providing a more detailed definition of warp defect detection requirements.

A design modification to reduce the manufacturing cost of the system was suggested by the vendor, approved, and a prototype fabricated. The new design incorporates a detachable sensor head and separate electronics unit. On-sensor signal processing modifications have improved sensitivity and reduced drift and noise problems. SNL has worked with Y-12 and ORNL to ensure that control panels for the weave inspection device and the pick measurement device have the same look and feel for ease of use.

The knit inspection system leverages heavily off the weave inspection system for both hardware and software and will benefit from advances described above. Delivery of a prototype and documentation by the end of the fiscal year is on schedule.

Work on the pick measurement device (PMD, a linear diode array) at Y-12 and ORNL has been reduced in scope because of reduction in funding. A beta test device operated at a participant site for six months and performed within specifications for pick density on plain and twill weave fabrics. Conceptual design and requirements for the next generation device have been established, including modifications to reduce the cost of manufacture. Circuitry modification to filter interference from certain fabric types has been developed but funds are not available for field demonstration of this fix or design of software to allow automatic selection of filter adjustment for various fabric types. A delivery date of July 7 has been established for the next generation device as currently specified.

ATI Industrial Automation, the greige inspection systems vendor, has presented an economic analysis for commercial production of the weave/knit inspection system and the pick measurement device. A range of manufacturing costs has been established for the greige weave system corresponding to the width of the machine and the number (density) of the sensors employed. One industry participant has expressed interest in near-term installation of a number of units. Cost for the PMD was evaluated on the basis of the first generation design. Modifications proposed for the second generation device should result in significantly reduced manufacturing cost through incorporation of formerly separate components into a one-piece design.

Color Printed Pattern Task

A vendor agreement was signed with two companies, Hunter and SheLyn, that will team in the commercialization of the color printed pattern inspection system being developed at SNL.

The conceptual system design for the beta test unit, which will allow inspection of cloth widths two and four times greater than that of the alpha test, has been completed on time. A schedule also has been determined to allow incorporation into the
beta test unit of some pattern recognition algorithms and other information from the LLNL inspection system that was not selected for further work at the end of FY 1996.

Fieldcrest Cannon has been selected as industry participant for the beta test scheduled for September 1997. A week long pre-beta field test was conducted at the site during March 1997, allowing large quantities of data to be collected during normal production operations. This test used the original (alpha) computational platform for data acquisition and processing but incorporated a new lighting system, new camera lens, and an enhanced defect detection software routine. On-line classification of defects using the associated computer-aided design (CAD) file for the pattern was demonstrated in real-time at normal operating speeds. Optimal placement of the frame mark sensor and web encoder wheel were also determined. Defects were not intentionally introduced, as will be done during the beta test, so absolute values of detection and false alarm rate were not obtained.

Color Printed Pattern Goods (CPPG) team members visited Sara Lee Knitwear to observe print operations to identify potential differences between printing on knit versus woven material and to determine the feasibility and requirements for performing data collection at the site. There appears to be significant differences in fabric movement during the printing process of knit greige goods which might require additional processing by the inspection system software for defect detection. Plans are being made for data collection sometime late in FY 1997.

**Demand Activated Manufacturing Architecture**

The object of the DAMA project is to define, integrate, and demonstrate an electronic marketplace structure/system which can be used by all segments of the U.S. Integrated Textile Complex (fiber, textile, sewn products, and retail). The DAMA project will enable companies to reduce the lead time to fulfill requests for finished goods and establish new strategic alliances to create business opportunities. These steps will enhance industry productivity and competitiveness in the world marketplace.

Project Manager: Leon Chapman, SNL  
Project Director: Jim Lovejoy, [TC]  
Project Administration

For FY 1997 the DAMA project has undergone significant changes in the laboratory team with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory leaving because of the lack of DOE/ER funds and LANL joining.

DAMA became the first AMTEX project to initiate a multi-laboratory CRADA as the legal vehicle for the project. Execution by all parties was finalized on March 24, 1997.

A peer review of the project was held in December. The review team consisted of persons from LANL, PNNL, SNL, ORNL, Georgia Tech, and Burlington Industries. The team noted that the national laboratory staff has demonstrated both technical competence and good technical performance. The degree of interaction and cooperation among the tasks and laboratories has improved to the level needed to achieve the goals of the overall program. Results to date have been at a high level and are
not yet immediately useable by the industry. The team suggested that emphasis be placed on completion of tools and technologies that can demonstrate the benefits of DAMA concepts. The team also pointed out the need to increase the visibility of DAMA and establish more joint efforts with industry members.

The DAMA project office has issued the following documents:
- FY 1997 Project Plan (final)
- 1996 (calendar year) Annual Report
- DAMA Management Plan (version 1.2)
- DAMA Architecture Status Report (version 1.0)
- DAMA Peer Review (version 1.0)

Enterpise Modeling and Simulation

LANL, now heading the Enterprise Modeling and Simulation (EMSim) task, hosted a meeting of laboratory and industry participants involved in the pipeline analyses that will be performed this year to ensure consistency and quality of results. These analyses will be used to refine and test simulation and modeling tools that can identify new and modified business practices in the textile industry.

Five software programs were evaluated to assess their capability to support the pipeline analysis methodology. “Extend,” a dynamic simulation code designed to handle discrete event models, has been chosen for prototype development of simulation models. The SCIP tool, developed by the CBM task, is being analyzed to see how it might be integrated into the suite of tools available for modeling and simulation of product pipelines. Analysis of the EMSim application developed earlier in the DAMA project has been terminated in favor of funding another TEXNET pilot by the Connectivity and Infrastructure (C&I) task.

The Apparel Retail Modeling System (ARMS) tool, developed at North Carolina State University (NCSU) for retail sourcing simulation, has been enhanced and the user interface improved. The tool has been demonstrated at several industry sites and received very good reviews. It calculates the financial benefits to the retailer for various sourcing strategies.

The nylon jacket pipeline Phase I analysis report was issued and Phase II analysis initiated with development of a requirements document. The activity-based representation of the pipeline for the retailer (L.L. Bean) was completed. A template for data that will be needed for the model has been developed. The initial construction of the apparel manufacturing model has been completed. Development of a process technology database to support the model has also been initiated and personnel are working with NCSU and Institute of Textile Technology (ITT) in this effort. The team anticipates that approximately 200 process steps will be analyzed and included in the model.

The pipeline industry team for the Phase II analysis of the bedsheet pipeline has not yet been defined. One of the companies that participated in the Phase I analysis, Springs Industries, has dropped out of the DAMA project and a replacement has not been found.
A third pipeline analysis, originally envisioned as a new product line investigation, has been changed to the development of a dynamic enterprise model simulation demonstration based on the men's cotton slacks pipeline. The model will be constructed along the same lines as the nylon jacket model but not to the same depth (approximately one third the number of process steps will be included). The model will be useful in visualizing the “as-is” operation of an entire pipeline and realistic, meaningful operations variations. The requirements document has been completed for this work. An Extend model of the major process steps has been prepared. Existing data have been incorporated into the simulation model and other necessary data have been collected and added. System metrics have been determined, and debugging of the model is underway. The demonstration simulation development is being coordinated with [TC]².

Connectivity and Infrastructure

Systems testing of TEXNET was successfully completed and a beta version installed at an industry participant’s site. TEXNET is the only known example of a system that permits safe, secure transactions of sensitive information over the Internet. A sample trading partner agreement was published from the laboratory server to the industry user, who was able to execute the data request and retrieve data from the server. All of this was done with client authentication and full encryption of data over the network.

The first TEXNET pilot was initiated among Milliken, Warren Featherbone, and Mercantile. Hardware and software installations at the three sites and training of participating personnel were completed at the end of January and the system was operational on February 3, meeting a major milestone. Seven categories (e.g., inventory, product specification) and four formats (e.g., ASCII, SQL) of data are being shared among the companies. The pilot has been running successfully for two months and is scheduled to last through the fiscal year.

A second TEXNET pilot is being developed among L. L. Bean, Cone Mills, and Thomas Bradford (the latter is not a DAMA member). It is on schedule to begin operation in June 1997.

Briefings on TEXNET were presented at several DAMA partner sites and well received. Another briefing was given to the Comptroller of the Department of Defense and many of his high-level staff. C&I personnel have also met with the TReC project Environmental Decision Tools task team to discuss the use of TEXNET as the infrastructure to allow sharing of environmental data among industry sites. Its use by TReC would constitute another pilot and demonstrate the flexibility of the system as well as the ability to install and run the system by personnel trained by the DAMA team.

The TEXNET development team released a major upgrade, TEXNET Version 2.0, at the end of March 1997. This software upgrade represents a significant improvement in performance, stability, and usability of the system. The new version will be installed at the companies participating in the first pilot in the near future and will be the version installed initially for the second pilot.
be the version installed initially for the second pilot.

A report of the second “Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) over the Internet” pilot involving two industry participants has been released. Significant cost savings over Value Added Networks has been estimated for this type of data exchange.

**Cooperative Business Management (CBM)**

A batch update routine has been created for the National Sourcing Database (NSDB). Other routines have been created to allow back-up of the database and porting of files to different platforms. A stand-alone version of the NSDB has also been generated. Definition of necessary improvement in the cross data source searching capability has been made.

Discussions with the University of Southwestern Louisiana have been initiated to include the Louisiana Apparel Makers Database, maintained by USL, in the NSDB. An additional client command network utility must be written to access this remotely maintained database.

An updated SCIP requirement document and the draft technical design specification have been completed. The latter document describes the architecture, object model, analysis engine, event processor, and describes each non-graphical user interface class used in SCIP. It also includes several detailed test cases to use in testing the scheduling engine functionality.

Improvements have been made to the SCIP graphical user interface to allow more information to be obtained from the database rather than using fixed values. Scheduling routines were upgraded to perform more reliably and considerably faster. The object model has been enhanced to accommodate multiple manufacturing stages.

A software agreement signed between IBM and [TC]² permits the use of certain IBM-developed tools as part of the SCIP analysis engine for development, demonstration, and piloting within the DAMA project, with participating DAMA member companies. Technical information exchanges have been initiated and the same test case has been run on SCIP and the IBM software to assess capabilities. Some redesign of the SCIP object model to allow interface and support of the IBM tool has begun.

DAME work has proceeded with creation of flow diagrams for textile, retail, apparel, and transportation logistics views of the model and associated dictionaries. Discussions with AAMA, who will take ownership of the apparel portion of DAME, have led to restructuring of the apparel view. The revised model has been sent to AAMA and ATMI for comment.

Presentations of the DAME methodology have also been made to two VICS committees: Logistics and Merchant Issues. Both committees have agreed to support efforts to model activities in their areas of interest, including Bill of Lading, and Forecasting and Planning. Other improvements designed and implemented for DAME involve a modified representation of EDI in the DAME model and the DAME dictionary and a world wide web (www) navigation diagram for the overall model. A prototype for the new www DAME presentation has been installed for review by the web page developer.
A new CBM web site has been completed and is now available at http://cbmntl.energylan.sandia.gov, with a completely new look and feel. The CBM task plan, DAME, and SCIP content are included. The latter provides a pseudo web-based demonstration of SCIP with sample input and output screens.

Education, Outreach and Commercialization (EO&C)

DAMA exhibited at the Bobbin Show in October 1996. TEXNET, NSDB, DAME and SCIP were all demonstrated. A free-standing version of the latest NSDB was made available to all Associate Members of the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA), who hosts this conference.

DAMA exhibited at the ATMI conference in October 1996. DAMA tools were again demonstrated with the NSDB active through the Internet. This conference provides an excellent introduction to the small- and medium-sized enterprises which typically cannot afford to become research partners in AMTEX projects but are key to widespread acceptance and use of the technologies being developed by DAMA and other AMTEX projects.

Presentations were made at the AAMA Technical Advisory Committee meeting, the KTA annual meeting, and the Council of Logistics Management meeting. A DAMA poster session was presented at the National Textile Council Forum in January 1997. DAMA technologies will also be demonstrated at IQ 1997 in April.

Commercialization announcements were placed in the Commerce Business Daily for TEXNET and the NSDB. Expressions of interest were received from 26 companies. After telephone conversations with each to discuss the commercialization process, approximately half the respondents indicated further interest. A commercialization selection committee then solicited and reviewed business plans from prospective candidates. On February 12, 1997, six companies presented plans for commercialization of TEXNET and/or the NSDB before the committee.

IBM was selected as the vendor for TEXNET and will be granted a non-exclusive license to the technology by [TC]. Discussions for how the technology will be made available to the industry are underway. Work is continuing with Internet Tradeline, Inc., the committee selection for commercialization of the NSDB. Both IBM and Internet Tradeline, Inc. (ITI) have joined the DAMA project as Research Affiliates.

The industry-led DAMA marketing plan committee has been formed to explore ways to increase awareness of and membership in DAMA. A draft marketing plan has been produced.

The EO&C team has devised a metric to quantify success in broadening the base of participation of the U.S. ITC in electronic commerce. Called “Levels of Engagement,” it is a graded series of increasingly sophisticated uses of DAMA tools and technologies. Starting with information requests about DAMA, it proceeds through use of e-mail to exchange of information on the Internet and finally to making business decisions via DAMA tools and true electronic commerce. DAMA has been successful at providing information to many of the thousands of textile companies,
but at this time only a few companies have proceeded to the third or fourth level. The strategy of the EO&C task is to grow this participation significantly as tools are developed, proven, and commercialized.

Textile Resource Conservation

The objective of the TReC project is to define, develop, integrate, and deliver processes, devices, and techniques to be used by all elements of the U.S. textile and soft goods product chain to enhance environmental quality and minimize the production of waste.

Project Manager: Vacant  Project Director: Don Alexander, ITT (864) 595-0035

Project Management

The TReC project has undergone a major reduction in scope with the absence of DOE/ER funding and, as a consequence, ER laboratories. The FY 1997 portfolio of projects includes one project at each of the DP laboratories—LLNL, LANL, and SNL. In addition, the laboratory project manager position, formerly held by Paul Farber at Argonne National Laboratory, has not been filled. By agreement, the project director will assume some of the duties of that position while others will be handled by the AMTEX laboratory program office.

There is no move to convert the individual CRADAs of this project to a single multi-laboratory CRADA. The tasks comprising the TReC project are essentially independent of one another and, without a lead laboratory, there is no incentive to pursue a multi-laboratory CRADA.

Emission Monitoring

This task will be conducted at LANL. The goal of the task is to use a unique sensor technology developed at the laboratory to monitor specific air emission parameters, with the resulting data being used to modify production processes to reduce air emissions. If possible, the technology will be applied to aqueous effluents to allow individual production process monitoring as well as waste treatment monitoring.

The CRADA for this task was canceled at the end of last fiscal year, and the field prototype apparatus built in FY 1996 was disassembled and stored. In March 1997, documentation for a new CRADA was signed by all parties to allow work to begin for this fiscal year.

To date the field prototype has been cleaned, reassembled, calibrated, and diagnostic tasks run. The equipment appears to be in excellent working condition. A student research assistant has been recruited to help in the project.

Environmental Decision Tools

This task will be conducted at SNL. The goal of the Environmental Decision Tools (EDT) task is to develop and demonstrate an Internet-based information system that
can access standardized environmental and manufacturing data from multiple industry sources while maintaining security of individual information. The system will be populated with selected environmental information and used to demonstrate how manufacturing process decisions and materials selection can be assessed for environmental factors by using commercially available tools. Analyses will be expanded in subsequent years to include economic considerations.

The existing CRADA for this task expired in November 1996. An amendment was prepared to extend the period of performance through FY 1997 and was approved by all parties in January 1997.

Discussions have been held between the TReC task leader and DAMA project personnel to explore the use of TEXNET as the system architecture for exchange of environmental data, leveraging off work already performed to create a secure information system. SNL personnel will be trained in the setup and operation of a TEXNET network and then train industry participants. This task will result in another pilot of TEXNET and an independent assessment of the ease of bringing the system on line with minimal designer consultation.

A contingency position has been developed in the event that not all of the participants in this task can purchase and install the hardware necessary to operate a TEXNET system this year. A commercial secure electronic mail package has been identified that will allow companies with PC/modem access to the Internet to become familiar with electronic security issues and experiment with various data formats, but without the more advanced features and ease of use afforded by TEXNET.

In parallel with the development of the architecture for data exchange, discussions have been held with industry representatives to understand the range of issues over which companies anticipate using environmental information. At the lowest level this involves data needed to meet compliance requirements. Participants have indicated that they also intend to use data for other purposes such as input to process modeling and life cycle analysis.

This initial understanding of data uses has allowed preliminary work on the data structures and templates to be developed for use with environmental databases to begin. TReC personnel have also met with DAMA personnel working on the information flow and definition task to see if some other work already performed within DAMA could be useful to TReC.

Enhanced Washing

This task is being performed at LLNL. This promising technology has the potential to reduce the amount of water used in the textile industry for washing by a factor of four or five, saving millions of gallons of water per year if a commercially viable system can be developed.

Improvements have been made to the continuous washing apparatus that was constructed in FY 1996. A new separator material has proven to be more robust and provide better results than previous materials. Experimental results for tint removal
from cotton twill fabric have resulted in cleaning enhancements through use of this technology of up to 27 times over simple rinsing. In another comparison, equivalent cleaning could be achieved at water use ratios of less than one third (i.e., 6 kg water/kg fabric vs 20 kg water/kg fabric) with the technology over simple rinsing.

Preliminary studies on the removal of caustic show that the process can be used for this purpose but cleaning efficiencies are not as good as those for tint removal. At relatively low levels of applied caustic (0.5 percent), a small but consistent (10 to 15 percent) improvement in caustic removal from a cotton/polyester blend fabric was noted. The effect appeared to be largely independent of water use ratio.

At higher levels of caustic (5 percent), greater cleaning improvement was noted through use of the technology when cleaning cotton fabric. A 50/50 cotton/polyester showed less effect and 100 percent polyester essentially no effect at all. Based on these results, anticipated water savings are estimated at only 30 percent for cotton, which may not prove of economic interest. Additional tests are planned for chlorine and dye removal as well as mechanical enhancements to the system.

**Sensors for Agile Manufacturing**

This project was worked at Sandia but was not scheduled for funding in FY 1997. A small amount of carryover funding from FY 1996 was available for the last remaining milestone for the project—manufacture of a prototype felled seam sensor. SNL supplemented the carryover funds with about $40K of reprogrammed FY 1997 funds that allowed the task to be completed and the device delivered to [TC].

**FINANCIAL SUMMARY**

Financial summaries for active projects are presented in the Appendix.
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PLOTS INCLUDE DP CARRYOVER FROM FY 1996 OF $479K, ER CARRYOVER (CAFE ONLY) OF $74K.
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Mrk A. Miller (Y-12)
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

1. IDENTIFICATION

AMTEX

2. TITLE

COMPUTER-AIDED FABRIC EVALUATION (CAFE)

3. REPORTING PERIOD

Mid Year FY 1997

4a. PARTICIPANT NAME AND ADDRESS

AMTEX LABORATORY PROGRAM OFFICE
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

4b. CLIENT NAME AND ADDRESS

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON, DC 20585

5. START DATE

OCTOBER 1996

6. COMPLETION DATE

SEPTEMBER 1997

7. PROJECT YEAR

FY 1997

8. COST STATUS

a. 5 EXPRESSED IN

THOUSANDS

b. BUDGET & REPORTING

NO./SUB. ACCT NO.

KU-01-00-000

GB-01-06-010

c. FIN. NO.

$10,272

d. ACTUAL COSTS PRIOR YEARS

$10,272

e. ER BUDGET *

$74

f. DP BUDGET *

$2,597

g. EM BUDGET

$0

h. EPA BUDGET

$0

Machine Diagnostics Documentation

PMD 2nd Generation Prototype

Weave/Weave Detection Algorithms

Weave/Weave Prototypes to Vendor

CPPG Pre-Beta, Beta Tests

Peer Review

* BUDGETS INCLUDE CARRYOVER FROM FY 1996 (ER - $74K, DP - $2.597K)

LEGEND:

SCHEDULED

COMPLETED

DEVIATION

PROGRESS

APPROVED DEVIATION

GLEN ALLEGRO (ORNL)
**PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT**

1. **IDENTIFICATION**
   - **AMTEX**
   - **DEMAND-ACTIVATED MANUFACTURING ARCHITECTURE (DAMA)**

2. **TITLE**
   - AMTEX
   - DEMAND-ACTIVATED MANUFACTURING ARCHITECTURE (DAMA)

3. **REPORTING PERIOD**
   - Mid Year FY 1997

4. **PARTICIPANT NAME AND ADDRESS**
   - AMTEX LABORATORY PROGRAM OFFICE
   - Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
   - Oak Ridge, TN 37831

5. **CLIENT NAME AND ADDRESS**
   - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
   - WASHINGTON, DC 20585

6. **START DATE**
   - OCTOBER 1996

7. **COMPLETION DATE**
   - SEPTEMBER 1997

8. **PROJECT YEAR**
   - FY 1997

9. **COST STATUS**
   - a. EXPRESSED IN THOUSANDS
   - b. BUDGET & REPORTING NUMBER | ACCT NO.
     - GB-01-06-010
   - c. PROP. NO.

10. **ACTUAL COSTS PRIOR YEARS**
    - $25,554

11. **ER BUDGET**
    - $50

12. **DP BUDGET**
    - $6,706

13. **FM BUDGET**
    - $50

14. **EPA BUDGET**
    - $50

15. **COSTS**
    - a. ER COSTS
      - 1. CUM PLANNED
      - 2. CUM ACTUAL
      - 3. CUM VARIANCE
    - b. DP COSTS
      - 1. CUM PLANNED
      - 2. CUM ACTUAL
      - 3. CUM VARIANCE
    - c. EM COSTS
      - 1. CUM PLANNED
      - 2. CUM ACTUAL
      - 3. CUM VARIANCE
    - d. EPA COSTS
      - 1. CUM PLANNED
      - 2. CUM ACTUAL
      - 3. CUM VARIANCE
    - e. TOTAL COSTS
      - 1. CUM PLANNED
      - 2. CUM ACTUAL
      - 3. CUM VARIANCE

16. **MILESTONES**
    - Nylon Jacket Phase I Report
    - Nylon Jacket Phase II Demo & Pilot
    - Men's Slacks Dynamic Model Simulation
    - 1st & 2nd TEXNET Pilots
    - TEXNET Version 2.0
    - DAME Sector Models
    - SCIP Design Definition, Beta Version
    - NSDB Batch Updates, X-Source Search
    - Select Vendors for TEXNET, NSDB
    - Peer Review

**LEGEND:**
- **SCHEDULED**
- **TIMELINE**
- **PROPOSED DEVIATION**
- **COMPLETED**
- **DEVIATION**
- **PROGRESS**
- **APPROVED DEVIATION**

**NAME OF PROJECT MANAGER:**
- LEON CHAPMAN (SNL)
# PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

## Identification
**AMTEX**

## Title
TEXTILE RESOURCE CONSERVATION (TReC)

## Reporting Period
Mid Year FY 1997

## Client Name and Address
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON, DC 20585

## Start Date
OCTOBER 1996

## Completion Date
SEPTEMBER 1997

## Project Year
FY 1997

### COST STATUS
a. EXPRESSED IN THOUSANDS
b. BUDGET & REPORTING NO./SUB. ACCT NO.

**GB-01-06-010**

### ACTUAL COSTS PRIOR YEARS
$5,253

### BUDGET
- **ER BUDGET**: $0
- **DP BUDGET**: $917
- **EM BUDGET**: $0
- **EPA BUDGET**: $0

### PLANNED vs ACTUAL vs PROJECTED vs FUNDS AUTH

### Milestones
- ZR Air Prototype Refurb, Demo
- ZR Liquid Prototype Demo
- EDT Data Architecture Definition, Demo
- EDT Data Template Definition, Data Collection
- Enhanced Washing Apparatus Improvement
- Tint, Caustic, Chlorine, Dye Tests

### Chart
- Graph showing cost distribution over time with milestones.

---

**Note**: BUDGET INCLUDES $17K CARRIOT FROM FY 1996

### Legend
- **SCHEDULED**
- **TIMELINE**
- **PROPOSED DEVIATION**
- **DEVIATION**
- **PROGRESS**
- **APPROVED DEVIATION**
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